March 14, 2017

Dear Senators:

We are 55 reproductive rights, health, and justice organizations writing to express our strong opposition to President Trump’s nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court. We implore senators to do everything necessary to block this nomination. Gorsuch has demonstrated he will go to extraordinary lengths to reach a result that would block women's access to basic reproductive healthcare. Moreover, Trump established an outrageous litmus test for his Supreme Court nominees: they must be committed to overturning Roe v. Wade. By selecting Gorsuch, a candidate put forward by the Federalist Society and the Heritage Foundation, Trump made it clear he believes Gorsuch passes this dangerous test and earned the applause of anti-abortion groups – including Americans United for Life, Susan B. Anthony List, and the extremist group Operation Rescue. Based on his record, writings, and the circumstances of his nomination, we believe Gorsuch would put reproductive freedom in grave danger and pose an imminent threat to our constitutional rights.

As a judge on the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, Gorsuch ruled on numerous cases related to reproductive freedom, and has been on the wrong side of every one of these decisions:

- In Planned Parenthood Association of Utah v. Herbert, Gorsuch sided with a politician who defunded Planned Parenthood in Utah, denying people access to STI tests, cancer screening, sex education, and other preventive care.¹ Gorsuch took the highly unusual step of voting to rehear the three-judge panel’s decision that entered a preliminary injunction, even though neither the parties nor any judge on the panel requested a rehearing and the time for such a request had expired. In his dissent, he suggested he would give politicians more leeway than other judges would, accusing the panel’s decision of being “at odds with the comity federal courts normally afford the States and their elected representatives.”² In this case, Gorsuch showed how far he will go for a ruling that puts limitations on reproductive health.

In three cases, Gorsuch voted in favor of the refusal of reproductive health care:

- Gorsuch joined the decision that laid the groundwork for the Supreme Court’s now infamous decision in Hobby Lobby v. Sebelius. Citing Citizens United, the Tenth Circuit held that corporations like Hobby Lobby – a craft store chain employing more than 13,000 people – can be “persons” with religious beliefs under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) and employers can use those religious beliefs to block employees’ insurance coverage of birth control.³ Gorsuch wrote a separate concurrence with a reading of RFRA that was extreme in how far it would apply the legislation and in the near absolute deference it would give claims of religious exercise.⁴ Gorsuch’s reading went further than either the Tenth Circuit or the Supreme Court.
Since the Supreme Court’s *Hobby Lobby* decision, there have been attempts to use RFRA to challenge laws that: protect women, LGBTQ individuals, and students from discrimination; promote public health by requiring vaccinations; and require pharmacies to fill lawful prescriptions. If Gorsuch’s reading had won the day, it would have opened the door even wider to allow individuals and companies to claim any number of laws do not apply to them.

- In *Little Sisters of the Poor v. Burwell*, Gorsuch sided with employers who challenged the accommodation to the birth control benefit, which allows certain employers to opt out of paying for insurance coverage but is designed to ensure employees receive birth control coverage through their regular insurer. Contrary to the overwhelming number of courts of appeal that ruled to uphold the accommodation, Gorsuch joined a dissent that argued even the accommodation—which simply requires filling out a form to opt out—is a substantial burden on religious exercise under RFRA. Despite the fact that this case was about whether a woman has birth control coverage, the dissent claimed that the issue “has little to do with contraception.”

- In *Druley v. Patton*, Gorsuch concurred with the Tenth Circuit’s ruling against a transgender woman who was denied consistent access to hormone therapy while incarcerated. The ruling upheld the lower court’s decision, which rejected the claims that the denial of health care was cruel and unusual punishment under the Constitution.

Gorsuch has also indicated hostility towards constitutional rights in his work off the bench:

- In his book *The Future of Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia*, Gorsuch indicates he does not believe the Constitution should protect personal autonomy. The Supreme Court's decision in *Planned Parenthood v. Casey* rested in part on the plurality’s argument that abortion is fundamental to principles of individual autonomy and “the right to define one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe and of the meaning of human life.” *Casey* also affirmed that the Constitution protects those decisions that are among “the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime.” This language has been cited in numerous Court decisions since then, and now protects some of our most cherished rights, including the right to access birth control, to marry, to make decisions about how to rear one’s children, to same-sex marriage, and to decide whether to have an abortion. Despite this legal precedent, Gorsuch argued in his book that the result in *Casey* was mainly due to *stare decisis*, or respect for settled law, and that the autonomy passage was “arguably inessential” to the decision. Gorsuch wrote this despite the Court having recently relied on *Casey* to protect the right to consensual adult sexual intimacy in *Lawrence v. Texas*.

- In an article for the National Review Online, Gorsuch criticized “the Left” for advancing too many constitutional lawsuits and described marriage equality as part of the liberal social agenda, writing, “American liberals have become addicted to the courtroom . . . as the primary means of effecting their social agenda on everything from gay marriage to assisted suicide to the use of vouchers for private-school education.”
Now, more than ever, the courts must be an independent check on the other branches of government to protect constitutional rights. The Trump administration has already demonstrated it will take extreme, unprecedented, and discriminatory executive actions. Moreover, reproductive rights are under intense attack in Congress and in the states. Together, Gorsuch’s rulings and writings show he will undermine, not protect, reproductive rights.

This nominee is not an independent or consensus candidate and would put reproductive freedom in danger. **We urge you to vigorously oppose the nomination of Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court.**
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